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It is noted that if two mesons are allowed by the quark model to

*      MM
resonate, they do so for p  6 po   E 350 MeV/c.  The corresponding

MB
value for meson-baryon systems is po   E 250 MeV/c, suggesting (in an

optical picture) that the baryon is indeed bigger than the meson.

Crucial tests of the rule are provided by exotic baryon-antibaryon systems,

BB -
for which one expects p    = 200 MeV/c, and by other specific two-body

modes which are predicted to resonate not far above threshold.
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A dynamical theory of elementary particle resonances does not yet

exist.  Various models (bootstraps, linear Regge trajectories, harmonic

oscillator quark model) have given some partial insights into the spectrum,

but attempts to force them to be quantitative have so far met with

limited success.  Rather, these models are most useful as guides to a

correct theory and to further relevant experiments.

In this spirit we should like to point out an approximate regularity
HI...„«=»M.

in  the  way two strongly interacting  pa_rticles_fprm_ resp_nAnces,. *Tests  of*--
this regularity are easily made.

Introduce the following rules:
1)

(a)  Mesons are made of a quark and an antiquark, and baryons of

three quarks. 2)

(b)  Two particles may resonate when any antiquark in one can

annihilate a quark in the other.

The remarkable fact is that when two particles may resonate according

to rules (a) and (b), they do so at least once between threshold and a

low momentum p  in the center of mass. For meson-meson systems p  is around

350 MeV/c while for meson-baryon systems it is around 250 MeV/c.  The case

of baryon-antibaryon systems will be discussed presently.

Using the resonance tables of Ref. 3) we have compiled Fig. 1, which

*
shows the center of mass momenta p  for which various meson-meson and meson-

baryon pairs form their first resonance above threshold.  Each isospin is

counted as a separate channel.  Both distributions show a remarkable

peaking and a rather sharp cutoff above this peak.

As shown by the partial-wave label S, P, D, ..., in the upper right

corner of each box, the first resonance above threshold is generally
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formed in a rather low relative orbital angular momentum state.  The

number of S waves and P waves is roughly equAl.

The peaking in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) undoUbtedly arises in part from

the regular spacing of hadron levels as predicted by various models.  On

the other hand, it has a simple optical interpretation as well:  Two

particles A and B begin forming resonances with one another at a certain

well-defined relative distance. Set

AB                         '

PO   (RA + RB)  = T                                (1)

AB                  *
where  p    is the value of p  at which the distributions in Fig. 1 peak,

Ri is the "radius" of particle i, and T is some average orbital angular

momentum (around 1, here) for which resonance formation begins.  Then,

MB -
in meson-baryon systems, PO   = 250 MeV corresponds to RA + RB e 0.8 f, a

value in rough agreement with that obtained by optical analyses of two-

body elastic and quasielastic scattering.
4) .

MM - MB -
Comparing PQ   = 350 MeV and pO   = 250 MeV, and assumihg T is the same

for both cases, one obtains

RM/RB
= 5/9                                        (2)

or

aT(BB)/aT(MB) =  1.6 ,

also reasonable values.  We thus interpret the shift in peaks in Fig. 1

as saying that the baryon is larger than the meson.

It has been conjectured that various two-body amplitudes possess an

imaginary part (in addition to any "black sphere" diffractive scattering)
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which is related to the presence of low-energy resonances in the direct

5)                                                                 4)channel. The peripheral natOre of these imaginary parts has been noted.

As Fig. 1 shows, the formation of "first resonances" is indeed a peripheral

process as well (for meson-meson and meson-baryon systems), as it occurs

I for.large and roughly constant values of impact parameter.

The rule we are discussing--"compulsory resonance formation"--has some

particular consequences which are hard to state more economically in other

ways.  In particular, it predicts the formation of exotic baryon-antibaryon

6)resonances not far above threshold.  Taking the optical picture seriously.,

BB                     7)
one would expect p    = 200 MeV/c. Systems such as (IN)    orI=2

(7*N) would then be expected to resonate somewhere in the ranges1  I=3/2

2175  MeV  i M[(KIN) 1   <  221 5  MeV                                                                 (3)I=2 -' -

2225 MeV f. M[ (Y N) I=3/2]  s ]1 2265 MeV .                        (4)

Such states could conceivably be quite narrow, lying so close to threshold,

requiring good resolution to observe.  If formed in S or P waves, their

spins would be less than 3.

The estimates (3) and (4) are considerably more stringent than ones

8)
given previously. Failure to confirm them, would invalidate the present

simple optical picture of compulsory resonance formation.

The ideal reactions in which to check Eqs. (3) and (4) would be

backward meson production:
1,9)

--                           (5)1+ +n + p(fwd.) + (M)

+                                                  (6)w  +p + A(fwd.) + (M)
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We would expect the selection of actual baryon-antibaryon pairs in (M)

in these two reactions to ehhance the effects of the exotic resonances,

as it has been suggested that decays of exotic mesons into any system of

ordinary mesons may be forbidden.
1,8)

It is,of course, very important· to compare reactions (5) and (6)

with companion reactions in which M does not have exotic I3 and Y, in

order to demonstrate that such reactions are indeed capable of producing

any baryon-antibaryon resonances.

If we insist that "first resonances" be formed in states of

P
,.= 0 or 1, we are led to suspect some ot the J assignments quoted

in Ret. 3, as indicated by the question marks in Fig. 1.  Most of

*
the high-partial-wave "first resonances" occur for high p , however.

*
We would then predict these systems to have lower- E , lower-P states too.

There are some meson-meson and meson-baryon channels in which

compulsory resonance formation predicts resonances that have not been
*

seen.  Notably, if p 6 350 MeV/c, one expects various low-mass states

listed in Table I.  Many of these will be particularly accessible in

forthcoming multi-particle spectrometers at CERN and Brookhaven.  The

predictions are intended as a complement to the quark model.  The fact that

they are based on specific  decay modes may make them more easily tested                

than similar quark-model predictions.

The predictions of Table I are all for 8tates which have not yet

been seen.  There are other channels in which resonances are predicted

which can be identified with observed states. In this case, compulsory

resonance formation predicts the existence of various new decay modes.

Some of these are related to observed decays by SU(3), and will not be

discussed further. Others are new modes and are listed in Table II.
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The Tact that resonance formation is possible at all for S waves

runs somewhat counter to a naive optical picture, as the centrifugal

barrier that usually "holds a resonance together" appears to be lacking.

Instead, we envisioh the appropriate barrier terms to be consequences

of some as yet unspecified relative orbital angular momentum of

constituents.  For example, if the qq  annihilating pair is to have

PC    ++                  3the quantum numbers ot the vacuum, J   =0  ,i t must be in a  P
0

state. This could then lead to an effective centrifugal barrier
10)

even for S wave resonance formation.

If NAT - irn must proceed via a  3Po qq annihilation, the claimll)
tor a large  12 1 contribution to this reaction at rest could be

understood:  the centrifugal barrier just mentioned would suppress

S wave annihilation relative to one's naive expectations.

It is amusing tnat the 3Po picture is actually in reasonable

accord with data on partial widths and angular distributions. The12)

empirical regularity evident from Fig. 1, however, is meant to be

independent of whether the annihilating qq pairs in the Figure can

be taken seriously except as a guide to SU(3) properties.

The present work represents an extension of the idea of duality

.graphs, which by themselves do not tell when two particles must
13)

begin to resonate.  Predictions of this sort do follow from arguments

advanced by Schmid relying on details of degenerate Regge pole
14)

exchange.  What we are suggesting here, however, is that gross features

of elementary particle resonance formation may be viewed more directly

in terms of quark graphs and simple optics.

My thanks to colleagues at Minnesota and to L. Stodolsky for

useful discussions, and to R. Capps for an invitation to Purdue that

provided the stimulus to set forth the present ideas.
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Table I.  Some low-mass meson-meson and meson-baryon states predicted by

compulsory resonance formation.

I, IYI Channel(S) Mass, MeV Possible J RemarksP(C)(a)

O,0 Ap 900-1250 1+-;0--,1--,2-- Possible SU(3)
companion of 8(1.235)

-+ ++ ++ ++
1,0            AB 1400-1700 1   ;0  ,1 ,2 Hard to fit into

7TD                                            usual·quark model
spectrum

u, 0 ne 1300-1500 1+-;0--,1--,2-- Possible SU(3)
94 1550-1750 companion of B or

L = 2 quark model
state

+ ++ ++ ++

0,0            7TA2
1450-1700 2- ;1  ,2 ,3 Possible Su(3)

FP 1500-1700 IU--2)++;(0-3)-+ companion of A3(1640)

1                                              -+(b)1            Kn'          1450-1650     0 ;1               Hard to fit into
usual quark model
spectrum

+++
-                         1-1  3  5

0,-2           KE 1800-2000 , ;7 '2 '2 Possibly related to

_        ..12- a* N(1470)
(1/2 ) related to
N(938)

(a)  Based on S or P wave formation.  Guesses based on SU(3) or quark model

systematics are underlined.

(b)  If n' is a unitary singlet, SU(3) would forbid 1
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Table II. Some predicted new modes of observed resonances.

PC
Resonance           I         J Mode Final State

+: +- + <,
B               1         1 Trt <(975)

-* 11 N n

#* ++
Tr  Al

+ A P A

+-+
A P"
c: +

T[  p  A

1/    D WO

++
f               0         2            TriA1" +  TT+Tr- pe

Tr r   A       +          W     Tr -P r.

--        7T  r + 7T+7T-ww(1680)                  0             3
+                         ++           +       + +

Q 1/2 1- K E+K N A-

K+Tr' Tr'

++ C· +c
A++(1670) 3/2 f=312- 8  TT +  P  TT

+ +
8  7T    +    P 7T' ' Tr-r

++
+-          n 'IT      Tr

L (1770) 1/2       2-1            K $ +  K+K-K 

FIGURE CAPTION K+KSKL

*
Figure 1.  Center-of-mass momenta p  for which two particles formtheir

first resonance above threshold if allowed to do so by the

graph depicted in the inset.  (a)  Meson-meson systems.

(b)  Meson-baryon systems.  In both cases, the lowest partial

wave in which the given resonance can be formed is shown in

the small box at the upper right corner of each rectangle.

Each isospin is counted as a separate channel.  Question

marks explained in text.
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